PHILADELPHIA, Monda.y, February 7, 1927.

PHI BETA KAPPA

Holding Artiil Bells
Lambert Carr, G't. W. Lawrence Curr
Alonzo T. Hardin, W. H. Royce
William Henry Edl
Edward Alonzo Keitpho
John Marshall Philpot
William Bell Shaffer
Henry Shaddy
Arthur Herman Wilson

STUDENTS SUBMIT MASK
AND WIG COMPOSITIONS

Committee on Production Will Pass on
Compositions for the Mask and Wig
House Tonight

UNDERGRADUATES WRITE MUSIC

Those who have produced musical compositions for the Mask and Wig Music Competition will pass on their compositions for acceptance or rejection.

Those who have written music are expected either to bring the compositions or play them with a pianist who can do so. If lyrics are also submitted, it is expected that they be sent in.

The Mask and Wig Production has produced musical scores by undergraduates but it is the belief of the committee that a concerted effort has been made to secure a complete musical production from the University's own students.

The method, however, has caused some concern. Some feel that the competition is continuing with the production the same as if the potential performers were undergraduates in the pool.

An interesting revelation was made on the basis of the committee's report. The Mask and Wig was turned down in its request to have no undergraduates from the class of 1926 on its cast at the next production. The Mask and Wig Committee wishes to have no undergraduates in the pool at the present time. The committee feels that it is no better than play it any better than any other that has preceded it and that it is the result of the aid of a brilliant music student. Music and Wig is of interest not only to those who have gone out for the various compositions but to the student body as a whole.

UNIVERSITY WILL AWARD DEGREES TO FEBRUARY GRADUATES SATURDAY NEXT IN WEIGHTMAN HALL

Degree for the four-year courses at the University will be awarded to students who have completed their work at the University by the close of the spring term, which is June 14, 1927. The academic session will begin September 1.

The address to the graduates will be delivered by Dr. Arthur W. Goodwin, Professor of English and Director of the Literary Department of the University. Various other well known persons will also speak to the graduates on various topics of interest to college graduates. The University will award degrees to the following students:

A. Newcomer, a member of the class of 1927 at the Academy, and Phi Beta Kappa, a member of the class of 1926 at the Academy.

B. Allen Blair, faculty member of the Pennsylvania State College, Dietz Hall, a member of the class of 1927 at the Pennsylvania State College.

Music for the service will be furnished by the University Band. Due to the limited seating capacity of the hall only the graduates will be permitted to attend the ceremony.

BEGINNINGS OF THE FALL SEASON AT NOON TODAY

Fresman Rushes Enter Upon Two Weeks Engagement With Letter Organization

HOLD PRELIMINARY SMOKERS

Period Coos With Pride Night Entertain-ment, Which Takes Place For First Time

In accordance with the fraternity agreement, rushing by freshmen of the thirty-two fraternities will be from 4 to 7 o'clock. The freshmen must conduct the rushing in the matter prescribed by the Council, and all rules should be followed by the freshmen as the signatories.

The freshman rush this year will be held for ten days beginning today and ending Friday, February 19. Freshman rushing is held for two weeks. In accordance with the agreement of the Interfraternity Council the freshmen are expected to secure only the desired fraternities and to follow the restrictions of the council.

A preliminary rush is scheduled for a short period between Wednesday and Saturday. Rushing by freshmen of the spring classes will then be held. The freshmen will then be given time to conduct the rush and will be held for ten days beginning February 5. Fraternity flings will be held entirely to themselves during this period.

During the week before freshmen rush, the fraternities held a number of preliminaries in which freshmen were conducted in accordance with the Interfraternity Council.

HARD BALL

Students who find handball for enlistment in U. S. R. and P. N. A. and company to be gall will given until Sunday, February 5.

SNOKE BECOMES DEBATING LEADER

Sedices Eric Magl, Who Will Be Graduates With February Class

At a special meeting of the Debate Control, H. C. Smith, 27, was appointed captain of the debate team for the remainder of the season in place of Kenneth Wilt, who resigned because of the promotion from the College to the school. He has been a valuable member of the debating team for the past three years, and has been chosen as an excellent coach by the members of the debate team. He has been a valuable member of the debate team for the past three years, and has been chosen as an excellent coach by the members of the debate team.

JOE BUSCH, who leads the Blue Division and who is a member of the debate team, has been chosen as the team's captain. He has been a valuable member of the team for the past three years, and has been chosen as an excellent coach by the members of the debate team.
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CLOTHES OF THE BETTER SORT
Tailored from Quality Fabrics Are To Be Found At $35 to $50
Fit Guaranteed
UNIVERSITY CLOTHES SHOP
3705 SPRUCE STREET
PHILADELPHIA

NOTICES

ATTENTION TO FRATERNITY HOUSES
SPECIAL

KENDIG-WHELAN-MASON
TAILORS
1209 WALNUT ST.

AT THE
Student's Stores
3659 Woodland Avenue
Every Day

SUITs AND O'COATS
60.00 to 80.00

WHITESTAR LINE
RED STAR LINE - LETYLAND LINE
ATLANTIC TRANSPORT LINE

MINNEKAHDA
WINHEREDIAN
DEVONIAN
MAJESTIC
BELGENDLAND
LAPLAND

DORIC REGINA
MEGANTIC
LAURENTIC

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
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TESTA. Fruit and Produce
S. S. Corner 33rd and Saxon
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO FRATERNITY HOUSES

"CARRY YOUR CAR ON YOUR KEY RING"

Indispensable Wherever You Are
This Key to Good Driv-ur-self Service
It's Yours for the Asking

We've been at work for three years—
experimenting with the car rental business. And
we've found now that cars can be rented on a 100°
honor basis. So we have established a new and entirely dif-
f erent method of renting cars.
If your name is in the telephone direc-
tory—we give you this Key to Good Driv-ur-self
Service is, in a very real sense, a testimonial of character. This
key bearing your name is an emblem of good business and
good judgment.
Note the address below. Come in,
and see what this means to you. No
single person, business or professional man and woman on either
male or female side of our community who will provide more Than This Car
sails to Europe this year. Accommodations, of course, are limited
either for college people, business and professional men and women and
middle-aged students.
Early reservation is recommended.

WHITE STAR LINE
RED STAR LINE - LETYLAND LINE
ATLANTIC TRANSPORT LINE
**BOXING NOW PROMINENT COLLEGE INDOOR SPORT**

Organization of Fistic Combat Bears Place Among Higher Spheres

Now Years Ago

**LARGE TURNOUT AT PENNSYLVANIA**

Boxing, a sport destined for studentdom, attained prime time in collegiate history nine years ago, when its lusty followers found their way to the University, allowing for a big crowd to witness its premier bout.

During the University trials for the boxing team and for the classes in which any sort of self-defense is taught, there were numerous matches, many of which were conducted in various locations, including the gymnasium.

Complaints became the greatest hindrance to the new students when it was announced that the matches were to be held in the basement, which was indefinitely selected for this year's annual.

A student 15 years old, has just been enlisted as a candidate for the University's boxing team. He is John K. Kirk, a prominent educator and former president of the college. He has attended several colleges but never long enough to gain a degree. He plans to one day make a stand in order to get a graduate degree.

Thirteen hundred almost of 174 different colleges are doing graduate work at the State University this year. By the popular clump, boxing has had many obstacles to overcome in colleges. The clutch between the pincers has gradually given way to the two-fisted hold.

There is a difference between college boxing and pugilism. In the former, the man who is last on the run is not defeated; he is simply out at the finish. In fashion and beauty, the man who is last on the run is out of the competition.

In the original plan, boxing had many obstacles to overcome in colleges. The clutch between the pincers has gradually given way to the two-fisted hold. Now that amateur is fought with the crotch and back, it is not uncommon to see a man on the ground with a broken nose.
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THE OREDEAL BEGINS

With the mid-year exams already in the past and the second term commenced, rendering season is break neck round of entertainment. The barriers which for four months have kept the Freshmen and Sophomores one giant organization were overcome and the light side once more exchanged for the hearty banter and the solid diet. The Freshman is all but overreached in an effort to maintain his equilibrium and a torrent of invitations and engagements. The frozen ten minutes now once were the rule of loco mint.

Rushing season, with all its pleasant associations and functions, is, nevertheless, an ordeal for the individual, for the fraternity, and for Pennsylvania’s fraternity system as a whole. It is not easy to bear up under the strain when steady long hours and competition become keen. Under these circumstances, studies are likely to be forgotten and resolutions overlooked but not by the professors. Failures and shortcomings are often in the aftermath of rushing season. So are the pains, exhaustion and penalty along fraternity lines.

What Pennsylvania men need most at this time is the recall of their sense of proportion. Rushing season is important, it is necessary, even, for the maintenance of fraternity. But after all, making a particular fraternity or plunging a certain Freshman is not vital in the career of either Freshman or fraternity. It is a matter which merits serious consideration, but it is not worth endangering scholastic standing or sacrificing fraternity honor in order to rush on a rush court candidate with undetermined standing.

Instead of catching up with the elusive sleep, we are farther departed brethren. Instead of winding up the week, we are more busy in the subject. Just how does one love, and we enjoy it.

ANOTHER BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP?

With its defeat of Cornell, last Saturday, Pennsylvania’s basketball team entered a triple tie for first place in the Interscholastic League. Thus, after a slow start, the Red and Blue five has developed into a serious contender for titles.

The development of the season into a smooth working unit has been a slow evolution, retarded by injury to key end of the repertoire. The unexpected defeat at the hands of Harvard, and the semi-competitive administered by St. John’s pointed in anything but a championship-contending form. Early season forecasts predicted a mediocre season, at best, for the Interscholastics.

Unadvised, however, by unpremeditated start, the coaching staff continued in skill court candidates with mediocrity, allegations, and the fruits of their efforts are now being reap.

Pennsylvania’s early season spots have been forgotten. The undefeated Red and Blue are looking ahead. And the reputation of the Red and Blue as a team that can’t linked until the final minute has been, in spreading astir. The expanse are on the upgrade.

The Paladium has shown hours crowded for the basketball contests, and many students have been large bands of Boy’s Auxiliary adherents. This support accorded the team has been a big factor in the increasing interest and success, must be admitted. If the adult clinic is to be successful. Keep behind the basketball team, and cheer the Red and Blue on to another Interscholastic title.
WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN MEMORIAL DRIVE OPENS

$6,000,000 Campaign Recently inaugurated to Establish University on Daisy, Tennessee

WAS GREAT RELIGIOUS REFORMER

As a fitting memorial to the late William Jennings Bryan, the deepest fundamentalist, ever Member of the Legislature, is opening a campaign for $6,000,000 to establish a memorial University at Dayton, Tennessee where he died. This proposition will be the largest of its kind in the country and will contain many new and novel features in the University line of construction.

Mr. Malcolm M. Lockhart, who is in charge of the campaign, states that the campaign slogan is "Thirty thousand funds essentials for the faith of our father!" This slogan is the result of the wonderful stand taken by Dr. Bryan against evolution at the recent Scopes Trial.

For use in the campaign, Mr. Lockhart has elaborated and well-printed brochures containing pictures of the buildings to be constructed, which will appear when finished. The plans provide for two major buildings, one to be a stadium and field for football and track contests, "Joe" Weeney, and the other a light plant, to be the second largest to be erected. The location of the University Administration are "State and Federal," in accordance with the constitution, which was drawn up last spring.

To get to the campus of service desired.
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Students take notice

We give you special rates on rental

You can save from $10 to $20 in a rebuilt typewriter

American Writing Machine Co

2 Stores

1225 Arch Street

Locust 1981

Pennsylvania 167

L. B. SCHOFIELD, '13

President

T. M. SCHONOUR, '12

Vice-President

Direct Coal Company

30th and Race Street

A SPECIALIZED SERVICE TO FRATERNITIES

Hall's Dining Car

3810 Woodland Ave

SATISFACTION IS WHAT YOU WANT

WE GUARANTEE IT NEVER CLOSED

Charge to the account of

ROY SLAGGE

UNIV OF PA

PHILADELPHIA PA

WESTERN UNION

TELEGRAM

To

From LUMA

NEUMANN CARLSON, President

GEORGE W. ATKINS, First Vice President

Send the following message, subject to the terms on back thereof, which are hereby agreed to

EDWARD MEYER

30th and Race Street

EVERY GOOD WORD WRITTEN FOR SMOKING ADVERTISING CAN BE 

HARMLESSLY APPLIED TO BLUE BOAR TOBACCO. IT IS SOOOL FRAGANT 

DELICIOUS MELLOW TO-TO, DELICATELY DRIED, SMOOTH AGRAMIC 

BLUE BOAR MAKES ZIPS SMOKING THE 

PLEASURE. GIL WALTER RALPH HAD IN 

MEDICINE WHEN HE INVENTED IT.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO

One man tells another
Your Second Term Requirements Await You

at the

Houston Hall Store

ALL THE LATEST RECORDS ISSUED
BY
VICTOR AND BRUNSWICK

Your Second Term Requirements Await You at the

Houston Hall Store

ALL THE LATEST RECORDS ISSUED
BY VICTOR AND BRUNSWICK

We operate the Architectural Supply Store in the Fine Arts Building

"From Freshman Cap to Cap and Gown"
Our Travel Bureau Will Gladly Supply Travel Information Upon Request

FIND AVERAGE AGE OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES

D. T. Rowlands Conducts Survey in Fields of Banking, Transportation, Industry and Finance

BANK PRESIDENTS ARE YOUNGEST

In a survey made recently in the Wharton School it was revealed that the age of the administration of this country's leading business and industrial enterprises is in the hands of men whose average age was fifty-six and a half years and that of vice-presidents was approximately fifty-six years.

Leadership of the country's chief telephone and transportation companies is in the hands of men whose average age was fifty-six and a half years.

Presidents of this nation's principal railroad systems average sixty-three and a half; vice-presidents, sixty-two and a half.

Among the chairmen of boards in the transportation business, the average age was fifty-four years.

The average age of presidents and vice-presidents actively engaged in the conduct of one hundred organizations and groups are the financial men, whose average age is sixty-four years.
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